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ROBOTIC VACUUM CLEANER WITH SIDE BRUSH MOVING IN

SPIRAL PATTERN

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to a robotic vacuum cleaner and to a method of

operating the robotic vacuum cleaner so that no debris remains on a surface

or area to be cleaned after the cleaning.

BACKGROUND

Robotic vacuum cleaners are known in the art. In general robotic vacuum

cleaners are equipped with drive means in the form of a motor for moving the

cleaner across a surface to be cleaned. The robotic vacuum cleaners are

further equipped with intelligence in the form of microprocessor(s) and

navigation and positioning means for causing an autonomous behaviour such

that the robotic vacuum cleaners can freely move around and clean a space in

the form of e.g. a room.

In many fields of technology, it is desirable to use robots with an autonomous

behaviour such that they freely can move around a space without colliding

with possible obstacles.

As an a example, robotic vacuum cleaners exist in the art with the capability

of more or less autonomously vacuum cleaning a room in which furniture

such as tables and chairs and other obstacles such as walls and stairs are

located. Traditionally, these robotic vacuum cleaners have navigated a room

by means of using e.g. ultrasound or light waves or laser beams. Such robotic

vacuum cleaners usually clean an area or surface by means of parallel strokes

or stripes back and forth.

Traditionally, robotic vacuum cleaners have been arranged with circular-

shaped main bodies. Such a robot having co-axial drive wheels at the centre

of its body has the advantage that it is easy to control and cannot get stuck

since it always can rotate 180° and go back the same way it came. However,

the circular-shaped main body makes them unsuitable for cleaning corners or



edges where a floor meets a wall since these circular vacuum cleaners due to

their shape cannot move into a corner or close enough to a wall, or other

objects around which cleaning is required such as e.g. chair legs. An example

of a robotic vacuum cleaner aiming at solving this problem is disclosed in WO

03/024292, the main body of which at its rear end is circular-shaped,

whereas the front end of the main body is substantially rectangular. This is an

improvement over the traditional circular-shaped robotic vacuum cleaners in

terms of reaching into corners. Further, sweeping brushes are arranged at a

bottom side of the main body and disposed such that they are associated with

front corner regions of the rectangular-shaped main body front end.

Sweeping, rotating or even steady brushes may further be arranged

eccentrically to an opening in the bottom of the main body. The opening may

comprise a nozzle or the like to enhance the ability of the robotic vacuum

cleaner to reach out into corners and edges and, in some cases, to extend the

range or width of the effective cleaning. The brushes may be positioned on

the body of the robotic vacuum cleaner similar to the rotating brushes of a

machine that is configured to clean streets and other public areas.

In many cases only one brush is arranged on the body of the robotic vacuum

cleaner. When the brush is arranged eccentrically or offset of the opening,

either on a left or right side thereof, the cleaning movement of the robotic

vacuum cleaner should be adapted accordingly. When a stroke or stripe

pattern, in which the robotic vacuum cleaner is moving back and forth from

stroke to stroke, is used as a cleaning pattern, debris may be pushed off the

actual cleaning pattern and thus the cleaning process may not be proper and

neat and may leave some debris behind.

For the reasons above there is a need for good planning of the cleaning

process and thus the cleaning pattern that is followed by the robotic vacuum

cleaner.



SUMMARY

An object of the invention is to provide a robotic cleaning device which

provides a neat and effective cleaning.

A further object of the invention is to provide a robotic cleaning device, which

is easy to handle and independent.

Another object of the invention is to provide a method of cleaning with a

robotic cleaning device, which improves the result of the cleaning process.

The above mentioned objects are solved by a robotic cleaning device and by a

method of operating a robotic cleaning device, as claimed in the independent

claims.

Disclosed herein is a robotic cleaning device comprising a main body, an

opening arranged in a bottom side of the main body for removing debris from

an area to be cleaned, a brush arranged adjacent to the opening and at least

one driving wheel. The robotic cleaning device may further comprise a

propulsion system configured to move the robotic cleaning device across the

area, and a positioning system comprising an obstacle detecting device and a

processing unit. The processing unit being arranged to control the driving

motor to move across the area to be cleaned, the positioning system may be

configured to record positional data for example via the obstacle detecting

device, whereby the processing unit is configured to generate a cleaning

pattern from said positional data. The cleaning pattern may comprise at least

one spiral pattern having an outer periphery, said spiral pattern may be

arranged so that, during the cleaning, the robotic cleaning device spirals itself

inwards from the outer periphery towards a centre of the spiral pattern. The

brush may be arranged to face the outer periphery, while the robotic cleaning

device follows the spiral pattern.

The obstacle detecting device may be in the form of a 3D sensor system,

which 3D sensor system may be a laser scanner, a camera in combination

with line lasers, a radar, etc.



The 3D sensor system may comprise a camera device configured to record

images of a vicinity of the robotic cleaning device and a first and second

vertical line lasers arranged to illuminate said vicinity of the robotic cleaning

device. The processing unit may be configured to derive the positional data

from the recorded images.

The positional data may comprise position information of the robotic

cleaning device itself and/or mapping information derived from the area to

be cleaned. The positional data may be a map, a layout or a floor plan of parts

or all of the area to be cleaned.

The term spiral pattern used herein is to be understood in the broadest

possible sense and not limited to a continuous curve around a centre point or

to the mathematical definition of the term spiral. The spiral pattern may have

any shape from circular to elliptical, quadratic, rectangular, or any

combinations of these shapes, as partially illustrated in the figures.

The brush is arranged so that it is always on an outer side as seen in the

direction of movement of the robotic cleaning device and in relation to the

centre of the spiral pattern.

When the robotic cleaning device is following such a cleaning pattern, which

it defined itself via the processing unit and the positioning system based on

the positional data, the area to be cleaned is cleaned in the best possible

manner leaving almost no debris behind. The cleaning pattern and the spiral

pattern, respectively, which is followed by the robotic cleaning device, may

ensure a neat and tidy cleaning of the area to be cleaned. Such a cleaning

process may further enhance efficiency since the robotic cleaning device is

planning the cleaning process properly and false moves or inefficiencies, such

as double cleaning of regions or overlapping strokes, may be reduced to a

minimum.

The robotic cleaning device may be a robotic vacuum cleaner or a robotic

floor mop or the like.



In an embodiment the brush may be a rotating brush, which is arranged at a

periphery of the body and which extends at least partially outside a periphery

of the body.

A rotating brush has the advantage of an effective cleaning. The positioning

of the rotating brush so that it at least extends partially outside a periphery of

the body may enable the rotating brush to reach into corners and edges.

It may be possible to mount two rotating brushes laterally positioned on

either side of the opening, this is however not necessary to achieve a neat and

tidy cleaning. However, such an embodiment may extend the range or

cleaning width of the opening.

In an embodiment the positional data is recorded, by the positioning system

and the processing unit, while the robotic vacuum cleaner is following a

boundary of the area to be cleaned.

The positioning system may additionally comprise one or two vertical line

lasers to illuminate an angle of vision of the camera device.

The robotic cleaning device is thus configured to work autonomous from the

beginning. It gets to know its surroundings or environment by way of moving

in it and by way of recording images and extracting characteristics from said

images.

The 3D sensor system may further be embodied in the form of a proximity

sensor or the like such as infrared (IR) sensors and/or sonar sensors, a

microwave radar, a camera device registering its surroundings via the aid of

line lasers, a laser scanner, etc. for detecting obstacles and communicating

information about any detected obstacle to the processing unit.

The processing unit communicates with the propulsion system to control

movement of the robotic cleaning device in accordance with information

provided by the obstacle detecting device and the positioning system,

respectively, such that the robotic cleaning device can move as desired across

the area to be cleaned.



Alternatively a user may show or teach the robotic cleaning device its

surroundings, whereby the robotic cleaning device may record and store a

positional data accordingly.

Advantageously, the rotating brush is rotating in the same direction as the

spiral pattern.

This ensures that no debris is pushed off the cleaning pattern or the range of

cleaning of the robotic cleaning device.

In case the spiral pattern is a left-hand spiral pattern, the rotating brush may

rotate counter clockwise or, in case the spiral pattern is a right-hand spiral

pattern, the rotating brush may rotate clockwise.

The brush may be arranged on a horizontally protruding portion of the body.

This may extend the cleaning range of the robotic vacuum cleaner and

improve the ability of the latter to reach into edges and corners.

The spiral pattern may comprise an angular shaped spiral pattern.

The robotic cleaning device is configured to adapt its cleaning pattern on the

positional data and thus the layout of the area or room to be cleaned. In some

cases the room may be rectangular and in other cases the room may be

circular or comprise at least one circular wall.

The spiral pattern may be adapted accordingly and it may thus comprise an

angular shaped spiral pattern or a circular- or even oval-shaped spiral

pattern, depending on the positional data and/or layout of the area or room

to be cleaned.

In an embodiment the brush may be arranged on a right side of the opening

as seen in a direction of movement of the robotic vacuum cleaner and the

spiral pattern may be a left-hand spiral pattern.

Alternatively, in a further embodiment of the invention the brush may be

arranged on a left side of the opening as seen in a direction of movement of



the robotic vacuum cleaner and the spiral pattern may be a right-hand spiral

pattern.

Thus the brush is always arranged on an outer side as long as the robotic

vacuum cleaning device is following the spiral pattern.

The cleaning pattern may comprise a plurality of spiral patterns.

In case the area to be cleaned is a complex area with a lot of edges and

corners or with obstacles such as tables or sofas, the robotic cleaning device

may be configured to adapt the cleaning pattern accordingly.

The processing unit may be configured to divide or split the cleaning pattern

based on the positional data, in a plurality of spiral patterns to provide a good

cleaning of the area.

The cleaning pattern may comprise communication paths, which

interconnect the plurality of spiral patterns.

The communication paths may ensure that the cleaning pattern is complete

and completely covers the area to be cleaned.

Disclosed herein is further a method of operating a robotic cleaning device

comprising the steps of generating positional data of an area to be cleaned

from images taken by a camera device, defining a cleaning pattern from the

generated positional data by a processing unit, said cleaning pattern defining

at least one spiral pattern to be followed by the robotic cleaning device. The

method may further comprise the step of moving the robotic cleaning device

along the spiral pattern, said movement being controlled by the processing

unit, so that a side brush of the robotic vacuum cleaner is facing an outer

periphery of the spiral pattern, while the robotic cleaning device is moving

along said spiral pattern.

Such a method may ensure a neat and tidy cleaning process within the area to

be cleaned.



Advantageously the method may further comprise the step of generating

positional data by having the robotic cleaning device autonomously following

a periphery of the area.

This step may ease up the installation procedure of the robotic cleaning

device for the user. The user can position the robotic cleaning device on the

floor, preferably in the area to be cleaned and the robotic cleaning device then

starts the initial cleaning process by autonomously creating the positional

data.

In an embodiment the method may further comprise the step of splitting the

cleaning pattern based on the positional data, such a split cleaning pattern

comprising at least two spiral patterns.

This may enable to improve the cleaning method by adapting it to the layout

of the area or room to be cleaned.

In an advantageous embodiment the method may further comprise the

additional step of recognizing obstacles within the area, recording said

obstacles and placing them in the positional data and defining a cleaning

pattern based on the generated positional data comprising the recorded

obstacles.

Thus the obstacles, which are preferably fixed obstacles, may be recorded and

considered in the cleaning method. This may further enhance the quality of

the cleaning process.

The cleaning pattern may be defined in many possible ways, thus for one and

the same layout of an area or room, the cleaning pattern may vary depending

on the judgement of the robotic cleaning device.

As an example, the cleaning pattern may comprise one single spiral pattern

that covers the area of two adjacent rooms or on the other hand the cleaning

pattern for the same two adjacent rooms may comprise two spiral patterns,

one for each room, with a communication path that interconnects the two

spiral patterns.



It is noted that the invention relates to all possible combinations of features

recited in the claims. Further features of, and advantageous with the present

invention will become apparent when studying the appended claims and the

following description. Those skilled in the art realize that different features of

the present invention can be combined to create embodiments other than

those described in the following.

The steps of any method disclosed herein do not have to be performed in the

exact order disclosed, unless explicitly stated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is now described, by way of example, with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. l schematically illustrates a bottom view of an embodiment of a robotic

cleaning device according to the invention comprising a brush;

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates a bottom view of another embodiment of a

robotic cleaning device according to the invention;

Fig. 3 schematically illustrates a perspective view positioning system of a

robotic cleaning device according to the invention;

Fig. 4 schematically illustrates top down view on an area to be cleaned

comprising two rooms and a corresponding cleaning pattern defined by the

robotic cleaning device and a method according to an embodiment of the

invention;

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates a top down view on a comparably big area or

room to be cleaned with a cleaning pattern that is divided or split up in two

spiral patterns by the robotic cleaning device and the method according to an

embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 6a schematically illustrates a top down view on an area to be cleaned

comprising two rooms and a cleaning pattern adapted accordingly by the



robotic cleaning device and the method according to an embodiment of the

invention;

Fig. 6b schematically illustrates a top down view on the same area to be

cleaned as shown in figure 6a but with a cleaning pattern comprising two

spiral patterns configured to be cleaned by the robotic cleaning device and

the method according to an embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 7 schematically illustrates a top down view on another exemplary area to

be cleaned comprising a partially circular boundary and obstacles and a

cleaning pattern defined accordingly by the robotic cleaning device and the

method according to an embodiment of the invention;

Fig. 8 schematically illustrates a top down view on a further exemplary area

to be cleaned comprising a comparably complex layout configured to be

cleaned by a cleaning pattern as defined by the robotic cleaning device and

the method according to an embodiment of the invention; and

Fig. 9 illustrates a flow chart according to a method of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The invention will now be described more fully hereinafter with reference to

the accompanying drawings, in which certain embodiments of the invention

are shown. This invention may, however, be embodied in many different

forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth

herein; rather, these embodiments are provided by way of example so that

this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope

of the invention to those skilled in the art. Like numbers refer to like

elements throughout the description.

Referring now to the figures, which show illustratively embodiments and

examples according to the invention, the robotic cleaning device lA, lB

comprises a main body 2A, 2B and a positioning system 4, as best illustrated

in figures 1to 3. Figure 1shows a bottom view of the robotic cleaning device

1. The robotic cleaning device lA, lB may further comprise a propulsion



system 6 comprising drives 8, 7, 7' and an opening 10 also connected to the

main body 2A, 2B . The main body 2A, 2B may comprise a front portion 13, a

right side wall 44, a left side wall 46 and a rear end portion 48.

The propulsion system 6 may embodied comprising driving wheels as

illustrated in the figures, or it may be a propulsion system comprising

crawlers in combination with a drive 8, 7, 7' or a hovercraft system.

The opening 10 may be part of a cleaning member of the robotic cleaning

device lA, lB, said cleaning member further comprising a suction fan or the

like connected to the opening 10.

The positioning system 4 may comprise an obstacle detecting device

comprising a 3D sensor system 17, a first vertical line laser 12 and a second

vertical line laser 14. The 3D sensor system 17 may comprise a camera device

18 and a first and second vertical line lasers 12, 14. The positioning system 4

may further comprise a processing unit 20, as best illustrated in figure 3. The

processing unit 20 may be electrically connected to the 3D sensor system 17,

the drives 8, 7, 7' and the first- and second vertical line lasers 12, 14 as shown

in figures 1and 3.

Figure 3 illustrates the processing unit 20 comprising a storage unit 22 such

as a solid state drive (SSD) or the like, on which storage unit 22 information

may be stored such as images taken by the camera device 18, positional data

and cleaning patterns 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F of an area 28A, 28B,

28C, 28D, 28E, 28F to be cleaned, the position of a charging device, etc. Since

the processing unit 20 may be configured to extract data from the images, the

size of the storage unit 22 may be comparably small.

As illustrated in figure 1, the processing unit 20 may be a control unit

configured to control the drive 8 and thus the propulsion system 6 in order to

move the robotic cleaning device across the area 28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E,

28F to be cleaned. The propulsion system 6 may comprise a drive shaft 40

and two coaxial driving wheels 36, 38, arranged on the two ends of the drive

shaft 40. The robotic cleaning device lA may additionally comprise a



rotatable stabilizer wheel (not shown) arranged in the rear end portion 48 of

the robotic cleaning device lA or rotatable opening 10 wheels (not shown)

arranged laterally of the opening 10, however such stabilizer- or opening

wheels are not necessary.

On the main body 2A there is a brush 16, preferably a rotating brush 16,

arranged on a protruding portion 15. In the embodiments illustrated in

figures 1and 2 the brush 16 or rotating brush 16 is arranged on a right side of

the opening 10, as seen in a direction of forward movement of the robotic

cleaning device 1. A forward movement would be a movement where the front

end portion 13 is positioned ahead or straight forward. For reasons of

simplicity the term brush 16 will be used hereinafter, including all possible

brush types, such as sweeping brushes, rotating brushes, etc.

The brush 16 is positioned on the protruding member 15 so that it extends

over the periphery of the main body 2A. This may ensure that the brush 16

can reach into corners and edges without being limited by the exterior

periphery of the main body 2A of the robotic cleaning device lA, lB and

further extends the range of the robotic cleaning device 1.

It falls within the scope of the invention to position the brush 16 on the left

side of the opening 10 or o even have two brushes on either lateral and thus

left or right side of the opening 10. It also falls within the scope of the

invention to install two brushes 16, namely on the left and the right side of

the opening 10, on the robotic cleaning device 1.

When the robotic cleaning device lA, lB comprises only one brush 16, the

cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F has to be adapted, since a

simple stroke by stroke movement of the robotic cleaning device lA, lB may

result in pushing some of the debris off the cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C,

26D, 26E, 26F, which may result in a cleaning that is not neat and tidy.

Figures 4 to 7 illustrate various cleaning patterns 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E,

26F which may avoid pushing debris off the cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C,



26D, 26E, 26F, when the brush 16 is arranged on the right side of the opening

10. Figures 4 to 8 will be explained in more detail later herein.

The robotic cleaning device lA illustrated in figure 1has a round, circular

shape or periphery. Such a robotic cleaning device having coaxial drive

wheels more or less in the middle of its main body 2A, has the advantage that

it is easy to control and cannot get stuck since it can always rotate 18 o° and

go back the same way it came. However, the circular-shaped main body 2A

may make circular robotic cleaning devices unsuitable for cleaning corners or

edges where a floor meets a wall since these circular robotic cleaning devices

may not be able to move into corners or close enough to a wall due to their

shape. The present invention may however also be implemented in a circular

shaped robotic cleaning device 1.

The figure 2 illustrates a robotic cleaning device iB that has a different shape

from the robotic cleaning device iB as shown in figure 1. The main body 2B of

this robotic cleaning device has a front end portion 13 with a front end

periphery 19, a rear end portion 48, a right side periphery 44 connecting the

front end periphery 19 and the rear end portion 48 and a left side periphery

46 connecting the front end periphery 19 and the rear end portion 48. The

front end portion 13 of the main body 2B of the robotic cleaning device iB is

the portion of the main body 2B located between driving wheels 36, 38 and a

front end periphery 19. In an embodiment of the present invention, the front

end portion 13 is essentially quadrilateral-shaped, possibly with slightly

rounded corners where the front end periphery 19 meets the right side

periphery 44 and the left side periphery 46, respectively. The front end

periphery 19 is flat/straight or slightly curved as shown in Figure 2 in order to

reach far into corners. As previously mentioned, the rotating brush 16

arranged on the protruding portion 15 is advantageous for increasing the

reach or range of the robotic cleaning device iB.

The front end portion 13 may additionally comprise a bumper 42. The

bumper 42 may be configured to be replaceable. The brush 16 is configured



and positioned on the protruding member 15 so that it extends over the

periphery of the bumper 42.

The propulsion system 6 of the robotic cleaning device as illustrated in figure

2 may comprise two independent drives 7, 7' for each driving wheel 36, 38.

The drives 7, 7' may comprise a gear box and suspension for each driving

wheel 36, 38.

Figure 3 schematically illustrates the positioning system 4 with the 3D sensor

system 17 comprising the first- and second vertical line lasers 12, 14 the

camera device 18 and the processing unit 20. The processing unit 20 may

have the storage unit 22 integrated. All components of the positioning system

4 are illustrated to be embedded in a housing or tower portion. The

positioning system 4 may be rotabably or fixedly mounted on the main

body2A, 2B. The storage unit 22 may be configured to store images taken by

the camera device 18 or camera device, characteristics derived from said

images, positioning information and cleaning pattern 26 information related

to the cleaning pattern 26 that needs to be followed.

Alternatively to the solution shown in figure 3, the 3D sensor system 17 and

the obstacle detecting device, respectively, is separated from the main body

2A, 2B of the robotic cleaning device lA, iB. However, in a practical

implementation, the 3D sensor system 17 is likely to be integrated with the

main body 2A, 2B of the robotic cleaning device lA, iB to minimize the height

of the robotic cleaning device lA, iB, thereby allowing it to pass under

obstacles, such as e.g. a sofa

Turning now to figures 4 to 7, which illustrate exemplary cleaning patterns 26

developed by a method and the robotic cleaning device lA, iB according to

the invention. Said cleaning patterns are based on the recorded or created

positional data.

Figure 4 illustrates a two room area 28A, whereby the two rooms are

interconnected via a door. The robotic cleaning device lA, iB is configured to

firstly learn the layout and it may be configured to create a map of the area



28A that it is supposed to clean out of the positional data. This may be done

by following a periphery of the area 28A and then generate positional data for

example in the form of a map. Alternatively this may be done by positioning

the robotic cleaning device ιΑ, lB centrally in the area 28A and then by the

positioning system 4 rotating, recording and storing area 28A information.

Out of the stored positional data the processing unit 20 may be configured to

produce a map, a layout or a floor plan. From the map, layout or floor plan,

the processing unit 20 may derive and generate the cleaning pattern 26A,

which cleaning pattern 26A may comprise at least one spiral pattern 27A,

27Ά . In the example shown in figure 4, the cleaning pattern 26A comprises

two spiral patterns 27A, 27Ά , which are interconnected by a communication

path 32. The communication path 32 is basically the only stroke or region

that the robotic cleaning device lA, lB cleans two times. As previously

mentioned, the cleaning pattern 26A shown in figure 4 is designed for a

robotic vacuum cleaner having a rotating brush 16 arranged on the right side

of the opening 10, said rotating brush 16 rotating counter clock-wise.

From the cleaning pattern 26A illustrated in figure 4 it becomes clear that no

debris will be pushed off the cleaning pattern. Each spiral pattern 27A, 27Ά
comprises an outer periphery 30A, which may be defined by the processing

unit 20 taking into account the recorded positional data of the area 28A,

whereby the robotic cleaning device lA, lB or robotic vacuum cleaner will

start the cleaning process by following the outer periphery 30A of a first

spiral 27A and then move or spiral itself towards a centre of the spiral pattern

27A, 27Ά . In the shown example in figure 4, the spiral patterns 27A, 27Ά are

left-hand spiral patterns. The robotic cleaning device lA, lB may begin the

cleaning process at a starting point A arranged on the first spiral pattern 27A,

close to or at the boundary of the area 28A to be cleaned. The second spiral

pattern 27Ά is used to cover a room comprising two rectangular room

boundaries or margins. The robotic vacuum cleaner may be designed to cover

this specific room either by one single second spiral pattern 27Ά as shown in

figure 4 or by dividing this room up and by using two spiral patterns (not

shown) for this room.



The processing unit 20 is programmed and configured to decide itself

whether a specific room should be divided or split into a plurality of spiral

patterns 27A, 27Ά , 27B, 27'B, 27C, 27'C, 27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F,

27'T. This may depend on the size and/or geometrical shape of the room or

area 28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F to be cleaned. When the robotic cleaning

device lA, iB is finished with the cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E,

26F, thus when it arrived on the centre B of the second spiral pattern 27'A,

27'B, 27'C, 27'D, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F, 27'T, which is an end point B of the cleaning

process, it may go back to a charging station or the like (not shown).

Figure 5 illustrates a comparably big room or area 28B to be cleaned,

whereby the processing unit 20 decided to split up the area 28B into two sub-

areas 31, 31', whereby the sub-areas 31, 31' form the peripheries of the two

spiral patterns 27B, 27'B of the cleaning pattern 26B, which spiral patterns

27B, 27'B are used to cover the area 28B to be cleaned. The dashed line going

through the middle of the area 28B illustrates an imaginary boundary

between the two spiral patterns 27B, 27'B, said boundary being generated by

the processing unit 20 based on the recorded room or area information and

the positional data, respectively.

The robotic cleaning device lA, iB may begin the cleaning process in a corner

of the area 28B to be cleaned and end the cleaning at the centre of the second

spiral pattern 27'B, said corner illustrated as the start point A and the centre

illustrated as the end point B, in figure 5. Again the spiral patterns 27B, 27'B

are interconnected by a communication path 32, which is part of the cleaning

pattern 26B.

Figure 6a illustrates a similar area 28C as figure 5 but with a middle wall

which is separating two rooms. The cleaning pattern 26C comprises one

single spiral pattern 27C that extends over or across the two rooms. The start

point A is chosen to be in a corner of the area 28C and the end point B is

located in between the two rooms in a pathway that is interconnecting the

two rooms. By defining a spiral pattern 27C as shown in figure 6a, the

pathway interconnecting the rooms may be cleaned several times; it may



however still be easier for the processing unit 20 to define one single spiral

pattern 27C.

As an alternative, the area 28C shown in figure 6a may be cleaned via a

cleaning pattern 26D comprising two spiral patterns 27D, 27'D as shown in

figure 6b (same area 28C), which are interconnected by the communication

path 32. Each spiral pattern 27D, 27'D may in such a case be configured to

cover one of the two rooms shown in figure 6a and figure 6b. The robotic

cleaning device lA, lBwill begin the cleaning process starting from the

periphery of the first spiral patterns 27D and therefrom moving inwards

towards the centre of the second spiral pattern 27'D. In figure 6b the outer

peripheries 30D, 30'D of first and second spiral patterns 27D, 27'D are also

illustrated.

The brush 16 is arranged to face the outer periphery 30A, 30Ά , 30B, 30'B

30C, 30'C, 30D, 30'D, 30E, 30Έ of the spiral pattern 27A, 27Ά , 27B, 27'B,

27C, 27'C, 27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F, 27' as long as the robotic

cleaning device lA, lB is following the spiral pattern 27A, 27'A, 27B, 27'B,

27C, 27'C, 27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F, 27'T. The brush 16 is thus always

arranged on an outer side of the main body 2A, 2B when the robotic cleaning

device lA, lB is following the spiral pattern 27A, 27'A, 27B, 27'B, 27C, 27'C,

27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F, 27'T.

The processing unit 20 may be configured to decide itself how the cleaning

pattern 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F should be derived from the positional

data and thus how the cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F should

be split or divided in order to achieve the best cleaning results. The

processing unit 20 may thus comprise a decision module or the like (not

shown), which may be a microcontroller or processor in itself.

Turning now to figure 7, which illustrates exemplary another area 28E to be

cleaned by the robotic cleaning device lA, lB comprising a partially circular

area 28E, and some fixed obstacles 34, 34' in the form of a dinner table 34

and a sofa 34'. In an initial phase, while creating or recording the positional
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data of the area to be cleaned, the robotic cleaning device lA, iB recorded the

dinner table 34 and the sofa 34' while recording the positional data and thus

the layout of the area 28E. Based on the positional data the processing unit

20 defines and generates the cleaning pattern 26E as shown in figure 7,

taking into account the fixed obstacles 34, 34'. As can be seen, the cleaning

pattern 26E is divided in two spiral patterns 27E, 27Έ , whereby one of the

spiral patterns 27Έ is adapted to the half-circular area 28E and around the

dinner table 34 and the other spiral pattern 27E is adapted around the sofa

34'. The processing unit 20 defines an imaginary wall, as previously

described, in order to separate the two spiral patterns 27E, 27Έ . The spiral

patterns 27E, 27Έ are interconnected by the communication path 32. Since

the dinner table 34 will most likely comprise a leg or the like and the robotic

cleaning device lA, iB is configured to clean around said leg with the aid of

the positioning system 4 and the 3D sensor system, respectively, the spiral

pattern 27Έ covering the part of the area 28E comprising the circular

periphery may have a small irregularity as can be seen in figure 7. In addition

as illustrated in figure 7, the robotic cleaning device lA, iB will move below

the dinner table 34, as indicated by the dashed spiral lines.

Alternatively the processing unit 20 may apply and use a cleaning pattern

(not shown) comprising one spiral pattern (not shown) to cover the area 28E

shown in figure 7, depending on the size and complexity of the room or are

28E to be cleaned.

The processing unit 20 or the decision module may be configured to decide

how to split up the map, layout or floor plan, i . e. positional data and thus the

cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F, by checking how many

double cleaning movements a certain cleaning pattern 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D,

26E, 26F would cause and choose the most effective cleaning pattern 26A,

26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F, whereby double cleaning movements means that a

certain region or surface is cleaned twice or more by the robotic cleaning

device 1. The processing unit 20 and the decision module may thus be

configured and programmed to limit or reduce such double cleaning



movements and to establish and generate the cleaning pattern 26A, 26B,

26C, 26D, 26E, 26F accordingly.

Figure 8 illustrates another more complex area 28F to be cleaned comprising

two obstacles (34). The cleaning pattern 26F comprises three spiral patterns

27F, 27'F, 27'T which are partially enlaced with one another. The cleaning

pattern 28F illustrated in figure 8 illustrates how the processing unit 20 may

be configured to optimize the cleaning operation by minimizing double

cleaning strokes. The three partially enlaced spiral patterns 27F, 27'F, 27'T

are interconnected by communication paths 32, 32'. The robotic cleaning

device ιΑ, lB recognizes when it is moving on a path that has been cleaned

before during the same cleaning operation.

Figure 9 schematically illustrates a flow chart according to a method of the

invention.

The invention has been illustrated by illustrating the robotic cleaning device

lA, lB having the brush 16 arranged on the right side of the opening 10.

However all embodiments and cleaning patterns 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E,

illustrated herein may be easily adapted to a robotic cleaning device lA, lB

having the brush 16 arranged on a left side of the opening 10.

Figures 4 to 8 illustrate examples of areas 28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F to

be cleaned. It falls within the scope of the invention, to clean areas 28A, 28B,

28C, 28D, 28E, 28Fcomprising other layouts as the ones shown and thus to

generate and define other cleaning patterns 26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F,

based on these layouts and thus positional data. The processing unit 20 and

the robotic cleaning device 1, respectively, may be adapted accordingly.

The invention has mainly been described above with reference to a few

embodiments. However, as is readily appreciated by a person skilled in the

art, other embodiments than the ones disclosed above are equally possible

within the scope of the invention, as defined by the appended patent claims.



CLAIMS

l . A robotic cleaning device comprising:

- a main body (2A, 2B)

- an opening (10) arranged in a bottom side of the main body for

removing debris from an area (28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F) to be

cleaned;

- a brush (16) arranged adjacent to the opening (10);

- a propulsion system (8) configured to move the robotic cleaning device

across the area (28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F);

- a positioning system (4) comprising an obstacle detecting device

configured to detect obstacles and a processing unit (20), the obstacle

detecting device being configured to record positional data;

characterized in that the processing unit (20) is configured to generate

a cleaning pattern (26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F) from said positional

data, said cleaning pattern (26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F) comprising at

least one spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E) having an outer

periphery (30A, 30B, 30C, 30D, 30E), said spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C,

27D, 27E, 27F) being arranged so that, during the cleaning, the robotic

cleaning device spirals itself inwards from the outer periphery (30A, 30B,

30C, 30D, 30E) towards a centre of the spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D,

27E, 27F), whereby the brush (16) is arranged to face the outer periphery

(30A, 30B, 30C, 30D, 30E), while the robotic cleaning device (1) follows

the spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E, 27F).

2. The robotic cleaning device according to claim 1, wherein the brush

(16) is a rotating brush (16) arranged at a periphery of the body (2A, 2B)

and extending at least partially outside a periphery of the body (2A, 2B).

3. The robotic cleaning device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the

positional data is recorded while the robotic vacuum cleaner (1) is

following a periphery of the area (28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F).



4. The robotic cleaning device according to claim 2, wherein the rotating

brush (16) is rotating in the same direction as the spiral pattern (27A, 27B,

27C, 27D, 27E, 27F).

5. The robotic cleaning device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the brush (16) is arranged on a horizontally protruding portion

(15) of the body (2).

6. The robotic cleaning device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E, 27F) comprises an

angular shaped spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E, 27F).

7. The robotic cleaning device according to any of the preceding claims 1

to 6, wherein the brush (16) is arranged on a right side of the opening (10)

as seen in a direction of movement of the robotic cleaning device and

wherein the spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E, 27F) is a left-hand

spiral pattern.

8. The robotic cleaning device according to any of the preceding claims 1

to 6, wherein the brush is arranged on a left side of the opening (10) as

seen in a direction of movement of the robotic cleaning device and wherein

the spiral pattern is a right-hand spiral pattern.

9. The robotic cleaning device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the cleaning pattern (26A, 26B, 26D, 26E, 26F) comprises a

plurality of spiral patterns (27A, 27Ά , 27B, 27'B, 27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F,

27'F, 27' ).

10. The robotic cleaning device according to the preceding claim 9, wherein

the cleaning pattern (26A, 26B, 26D, 26E, 26F) comprises communication

paths (32), which interconnect the plurality of spiral patterns (27A, 27'A,

27B, 27'B, 27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F, 27'T).

11. A method of operating a robotic cleaning device comprising the steps

of:



- Generating positional data of an area (28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F) by

an obstacle detecting device;

- Defining a cleaning pattern (26A, 26B, 26C, 26D, 26E, 26F) from the

generated positional data by a processing unit (20), said cleaning pattern

defining at least one spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E, 27F) to be

followed by the robotic cleaning device;

- Moving the robotic cleaning device along the spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C,

27D, 27E, 27F), said movement being controlled by the processing unit

(20), so that a side brush (16) of the robotic vacuum cleaner is facing an

outer periphery of the spiral pattern (27A, 27B, 27C, 27D, 27E, 27F), while

the robotic cleaning device is moving along said spiral pattern (27A, 27B,

27C, 27D, 27E, 27F).

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein the positional data is

generated by having the robotic cleaning device (1) following a periphery of

the area (28A, 28B, 28C, 28D, 28E, 28F).

13. The method according to claim 11 or 12, comprising the additional step

of splitting the cleaning pattern based on the generated positional data, by

the processing unit (20) and defining a cleaning pattern (26A, 26B, 26D,

26E, 26F), which comprises at least two spiral patterns (27A, 27Ά , 27B,

27'B, 27D, 27'D, 27E, 27Έ , 27F, 27'F, 27' ).

14. The method according any of the claims 11 to 13, comprising the

additional step of recognizing obstacles (34) within the area (28E, 28F) to

be cleaned, recording said obstacles and placing them in within the

positional data and defining a cleaning pattern (26E, 26F) based on the

generated positional data comprising the recorded obstacles.
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